Review Quiz
1. Red is to her mother, as a pizza delivery guy is to—
Analogy (RL.10)

A his customers.
B his boss.
C

the pizza he delivers.

D his delivery vehicle.

Author’s Purpose (RL.6)

2. What is the likeliest reason the author wrote this story?
A To entertain the reader.
B To persuade the reader that baked goods are addicting.
C

To warn the reader that wolves are dangerous.

D To inform the reader about the joys of nature.

Vocabulary (RL.4)

3. In paragraph three, Red furrows her brow. To furrow is to—
A straighten.
B squeeze.
C

shorten.

D wrinkle.

Recalling Details (RL.1)

4. Why was your character hiking in the forest?
A You were searching for something.
B You were following Red to see what she was doing.
C

You were exploring the woods, as it’s something you like to do.

D You were going to spend time in your secret tree house.

Visualization (RL.7)

5. What does the story’s illustration show that isn’t mentioned in the text?
A That Red carries a picnic basket.
B That Wolfer has fangs.
C

That Red’s hair is braided into pigtails.

D That money exchanged hands.
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True or False (RL.1)

6. All but one of these statements about you is false. Which one is true?
A You offered to sell Wolfer baked goods too.
B Your bad cough gave your hiding spot away.
C

You knew who both Red and Wolfer were before seeing them in the forest.

D Your parents had forbidden you from hiking in the woods.

Prior Knowledge (RL.10)

7. Which of these, if experienced, would help you better relate to this story?
A Fishing in a lake.
B Hiking in the woods.
C

Going to school.

D Escaping a forest fire.

8. Of these events from the story, which occurred second?
Plot Order (RL.2)

A Wolfer threatens you.
B You hide behind a tree.
C

You ask for some of Red’s pastries.

D Red demands more money.

9. If the story continued for another page, what would most likely happen next?
Inferencing (RL.1)

A Red would give Wolfer the food for which he paid.
B Wolfer would chase you down to give you some of the food he bought.
C

You would try to snatch Red’s picnic basket and run away.

D Red would help you find some aboobala plants.

Figurative Lang. (RL.4)

10. That a wolf can talk in this story, is an example of—
A irony (the amusing opposite of what is expected).
B personification (the giving of human qualities to that which isn’t).
C

symbolism (objects that represent something other than themselves).

D oxymoron (two opposite terms joined).
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